
Smart End Point Assessment

Manage: 
SEPA manages every aspect  
and process of end point assessments 
and resits, including resources  
and contracts.

Automated systems: 
Where you can manage assessor, 
apprentice, employer, and training 
provider data, and any conflicts  
of interest.

Connected: 
Easily connect SEPA with other systems 
and upload data within one easy to  
use place.

Smart End Point Assessment is the first technology exclusively 
designed for organisations registered to deliver End Point 
Assessments to manage them with rigour and efficiency.  
SEPA creates a modern end point assessment experience,  
for apprentices, training providers, employers, and end  
point assessors.

SEPA manages every aspect: from importing summative 
portfolios, to recording evidence of the end point assessment, 
managing centre resources, validating competencies of 
your end point assessors, through to standardisation and 
compliance for external moderation. SEPA also manages 
conflicts of interest between apprentices and assessors 
through the conflict-of-interest questionnaire, to ensure that 
Assessors aren’t being matched with apprentices where there 
is a conflict of interest.

Allowing you to Input learner, assessor, employer, and training 
provider details easily, manage the standard and configure 
how you deliver the EPA within one easy to use system. 

Explore how SEPA can further support  
your EPA needs, today.

Smart Assessor

Bespoke: 
Easily allocate and schedule EPAs with 
bespoke learner checklists with SEPA. 
This is fundamental because it won’t 
allow staff to book an EPA for a learner  
if the checklist isn’t complete.

Reporting: 
SEPA coordinates the whole end to 
end learning journey for end point 
assessments and follows the same 
interface throughout the software, 
regardless of job role or  
permissions assigned.

Configure: 
We understand that every EPAO operates 
differently with clients and learners.  
SEPA allows the EPAO to completely 
configure their use of SEPA and end to end 
EPA management systems whilst managing 
the audit risk associated with EPAs.
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